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The paper deals with the Belorussian settlement of Beshenkovichi Jewish shtetl history search. 

Goals and objectives: The restoration of old Jewish Cemetery in settlement required Jewish 

shtetl history revision. Searches for published and unpuplished archive documents, photos and 

art items was performed. The results laid into “shtetl-centric”systematization allowed to form 

new image of scattered previously published facts.  

Solomon Yudovin (1892-1954) is a known graphic artist of the 1910-1950s, famous for his works 

in photography and drawings during ethnographic expeditions with S.An-sky (1911-1913), and 

for later works in Jewish ornamentals. Less famous but well-known as well are Yudovin’s prints 

(xylography, linocut etc) describing former times of Jewish Shtetl. 

The fact that Beshenkovichi, Lepel county shtetl (Vitebsk province of Russian empire), was 

Solomon Yudovin’s birthplace, made it natural comparison between the shtetl images from the 

prints and present settlement views. It was natural as well, that a lot of images could concern to 

be similar to places available to see now. The work was complicated due to great fire burned in 

1922 the whole shtetl with several synagogues and other ritual and traditional buildings. The fire 

decimating the most of written and photographic documents from official and private archives.  

All facts listed above became the base of collecting all Solomon Yudovin’s shtetl images (in 

digitally printed copies) at any museum space in Beshenkovichi settlement – both to make 

Jewish shtetl history more visual for and artist’s background more understandable for 

investigator’s and tourism purpose.  

Start of this work was made by the exhibition “Solomon Yudovin - five quarters of a century”  

performed at Vitebsk Art Museum in June 2017 and opened at Beshenkovichi at 125th S.Yudovin 

birth anniversary (Oct 27, 2017). 
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